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I enjoyed this book immensely; it offers sensible advice and says new things in an accessible way. All my research is geared towards helping us 
understand why we are as we are, and why we act the way we do, and “The caveman rules” clearly helps us to do those things. It could be as big as 
“Emotional intelligence”!
Professor Trevor Harley, C. Psychol., FBPsS
Chair of Cognitive Psychology
School of Psychology
University of Dundee

My life was going brilliantly when I first spoke to Dawn Walton. I’d self-published my first novel, and watched it rise to the Amazon top 10 within six 
weeks of publication. I’d signed with a major literary agency, was on the brink of agreeing a three book deal with Pan Macmillan, and I was a popular, 
outgoing member of the UK blogging community, talking regularly at conferences and giving workshops.

That was the theory, anyway…

In truth, I was in a perpetual state of panic that I was going to be found out. I’d be out there, selling myself as positive, confident and sociable, but inside 
there was a little voice nagging away telling me I wasn’t good enough and didn’t deserve any of this. I’d be telling people to get out, be positive, believe 
in themselves – and then I’d want to go home and hide under the blankets.

With the help of Dawn’s online therapy, I learned that the little voice in my head was caused by “stuff” in my subconscious – stuff that I could reframe, 
so the voice didn’t just quieten down but completely disappeared. I learned that my caveman brain was taking over and trying to keep me safe – and 
with the aid of Dawn’s therapy sessions and downloads, I learned a new way of seeing the world.

Now, instead of feeling sick with nerves I relish the challenge of standing up and talking at a conference. My writing career is soaring forwards because 
I’ve stopped subconsciously sabotaging myself. Even if I have a bad day – and we all do – I’m able to see it for what it is. It’s just a bad day, not a sign 
that I’m a bad person, not a sign that I don’t deserve happiness.

The lessons I’ve learned have changed my life, my career, my family – everything. If I could share one thing, it would be Dawn’s message.

Read this book. Understand The Caveman Rules and everything in life will fall into place.
Rachael Lucas, Best Selling author

This is a fantastic book. It is simple, straight to the point, and offers great advice for people wishing to feel happy and get more in control of their lives.
Dr David Hamilton, Best Selling author

A published author

http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Caveman-Rules-Survival-simple/dp/1782797572/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1431495346&sr=8-1
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I am an experienced and confident public speaker who regularly gets asked to do talks locally. 

Click here to view my TED talk 

"You very rarely find speakers who speak for their audience not themselves. Dawn is one of these speakers. I asked Dawn along to speak at an event I was running and she had the 
audience engaged, intrigued, and asking for more. The feedback from those who attended was outstanding and they all got something from Dawn's talk. I would have no hesitation 
in working with Dawn again or recommending her to anyone.“

“Dawn has come along to Dundee and Angus College a couple of times now to perform seminars about her book and theory. I highly value her seminars as they are entertaining, 
thought provoking, and informational. Every student has provided fantastic feedback and look forward to seeing Dawn again”

“Dawn Walton has the confidence and poise required of any professional speaker, and on top of that she has the rare ability to be fully herself in front of an audience - relaxed, 
engaging, humorous, and fully present. In my job as a professional speaker trainer, one of the most difficult things to instill in those I work with is to keep in mind it is not about you, 
it is about the audience. I find Dawn exudes this natural connection with those who come to listen to her. She is genuinely there for them. It's a rare talent”

An experienced public speaker

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dv543zNEvGE
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I have a range of online courses 

An educator

http://courses.thinkitchangeit.com/
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http://wakeup-world.com/?s=dawn+walton&category=&year=&month=&format=&go=&sortby=DESC
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tim-ward/obesity-and-food-addictio_b_6923154.html

http://www.thinkitchangeit.com/blog/semi-colon-tattoos/

A prolific blogger

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tim-ward/obesity-and-food-addictio_b_6923154.html
http://www.thinkitchangeit.com/blog/semi-colon-tattoos/
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www.thinkitchangeit.com
http://www.thinkitchangeit.com/blog/
www.thecavemanrulesofsurvival.com

A strong online presence

DawnatThinkitChangeit ThinkitChangeit

ThinkitChangeit

http://www.thinkitchangeit.com/
http://www.thinkitchangeit.com/blog/
http://www.thecavemanrulesofsurvival.com/
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I had a rubbish childhood. Seriously. Really rubbish. You could play a winning game of bingo with the types of abuse I experienced. For many years that defined me. 
Outwardly I had a successful career as an International Call Centre Consultant. I easily spoke in front of hundreds of people. I advised large global organisations how 
to improve their business. I had a wonderful husband and, in time, an amazing daughter. Everything was perfect. Except me. I wasn't perfect. I was broken.

Then one day my daughter started asking me if I was happy. No matter how many times I said "Yes" she kept asking. I decided I was not going to let my screw ups 
affect her.

Someone told me about a Cognitive Hypnotherapist in Harley Street called Trevor Silvester who could help me in just a few sessions. "Ha!" I thought "Maybe that's 
true for other people but I bet he's never had anyone as screwed up as me"

Turns out it was true. By the third session I was answering "yes" honestly when my daughter asked if I was happy. She doesn't ask any more.

I also decided I had to learn how to do this. It was as close to magic as anything I had encountered. I started on a course in Regents University in London. 10 months 
later I was a qualified Cognitive Hypnotherapist. 6 months later I went full time with my own practice in Dundee, Scotland. After another 6 months I also began to 
rent an office in Aberdeen. My 2000+ followers on Twitter started saying they wished we lived closer; they wanted my help. So I started doing therapy over Skype 
and Facetime. Why should geography stop people getting my help? I now have clients all over the world from Dubai to Brazil, to the USA, to all over the UK.

I began to see a pattern with my clients. Things like the fight, flight, freeze response seemed incredibly out of date. It appeared that our subconscious was working 
on rules for survival that came from the caveman days. I realised that by clearing these rules out of the way I could clear my client's problems in a little as 2 to 3 
sessions. 

So I wrote a book: The Caveman Rules of Survival.

I wrote it quite quickly. In February 2014 I spoke to Dr. David Hamilton and he said I should write a book. By June 2014 I had finished it. By July 2014 I had a publisher 
with Changemakers publishers (Division of John Hunt Publishing). The book arrived in the shops in February 2015.

I am passionate about helping people realise that they don't have to be stuck. I want to reach as many people as I can with that message.

So I challenge you - ask me how I can help with anything - and I will help you understand 
it in a way that makes sense.

Biography


